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DESPATCHES

Rugby fever!
And business as usual

by paul madden cmg
british ambassador to japan  
photos: © british embassy tokyo

I guess we’re all in rugby fever right now. Since the impressive opening 

ceremony—with lots of British School in Tokyo students singing in 

the choir, which many British Chamber of Commerce in Japan (BCCJ) 

members watched on a big screen at my Residence—the country has been 

gripped (page 42). As I have travelled round the country visiting various 

host cities, I have been really impressed by the Japanese omotenashi welcome 

and the way ordinary Japanese people have taken the Rugby World Cup 

to their hearts, dressing up in the colours of the various teams and joining 

in the chants. At one point, I found myself on the tube next to a lady who 

appeared to be Googling the words to “Swing Low, Sweet Chariot” so she could 

join in. The nice thing about rugby is the way fans of the different teams mix 

so harmoniously, chatting happily away in the pubs and Fanzones.

Of course, it’s great fun for the Embassy, getting the chance to watch some 

of the games and meet some of the sporting heroes. For me, it was a particular 

thrill to spend time with the legendary Sir Bill Beaumont, president of World 

Rugby, former England captain and, for my generation, genial team captain 

on the long-running TV quiz show A Question of Sport. Going down to the 

England changing room after their opening match against Tonga, to chat with 

Eddie and the team, was also a rare treat.

But there’s also a lot of hard work for our various Embassy teams. In 

particular, the Consular team has been busy producing advance travel 

advice—including on Japanese customs and etiquette—on our social 

media and deploying to each city where our teams are playing (nine of the 

12 host cities). They made me do a short video, catching a rugby ball in the 

middle of a very busy Shibuya scramble crossing, whilst talking to camera. 

The end product looked great: but I won’t tell you how many takes it took.

Consular staff visit Fanzones and stadia in recognisable 

British Embassy T-shirts and stand ready to assist any 

British visitors who get into difficulties. As I write this, 

we have not seen any significant problems so far, but a 

typhoon on the opening weekend threatened to wreak 

havoc on flights from Sapporo. Those of us who live here 

are used to that sort of thing, but for the first-time visitor 

to Japan it can be a disconcerting experience, so we make 

sure our travel advice is regularly updated.

Our trade team has been mounting pop-up Food is GREAT Galleries to 

show case food and drink from England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. 

I dropped into the one in Sapporo (page 42) and was impressed to see that it was 

focused on some newer products that Japanese consumers might be less used 

to, including English sparkling wines and craft gins from all round the UK.

VIPs here for the rugby

We are also supporting lots of VIP visitors who are in Japan around the rugby 

and using these visits to promote the various nations of the UK and our union. 

I hosted a dinner with Japanese firms who invest in and trade with Scotland, 

attended by several members of the team, and will be hosting Fiona Hyslop, 

Scottish Cabinet Secretary for Culture, Tourism and External Affairs.

I also hosted a big reception for the First 

Minister of Wales, Mark Drakeford (right), 

whom I accompanied to the Wales–Australia 

match. Princess Anne, The Princess Royal, 

is visiting as patron of Scottish Rugby, and 

will undertake events with a number of 

organisations that she is associated with. 

Foreign & Commonwealth Office Minister 

for Asia and the Pacific Heather Wheeler MP (below, second left) was in 

Japan for talks with her opposite numbers, and enjoyed meeting English 

supporters in a Fanzone before attending the England–Argentina match.

Around the official tournament there have been many other rugby-related 

events. There was a parliamentary rugby competition, in which the team from 

Westminster (including, by chance, the MP for the constituency of Rugby) took 

part. The British Armed Forces team were runners up in the military rugby 

tournament, and Britain competed in an exciting wheelchair rugby tournament.

We are also supporting lots of VIP visitors  

who are in Japan around the rugby.
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Preparing for a new trade deal

Liz Truss, the new Secretary of State for International Trade, made her first 

visit to Japan in that capacity (page 42). She has been a regular visitor 

over the years, including when she worked for Shell before entering 

politics. She met the foreign minister, the minister for economy, trade 

and industry, and the Cabinet Office minister, making clear that Japan 

was a top priority for an early new bilateral trade deal, alongside the 

US, Australia and New Zealand, using her visit to announce a public 

request for comment on a new UK–Japan trade agreement. We hope 

that businesses involved in UK–Japan trade will want to comment here:

www.gov.uk/government/consultations/trade-with-japan

Japanese ministers also said they would welcome UK membership 

of the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific 

Partnership in due course. The Permanent Secretary from the Ministry 

of Defence was here in September to discuss our growing security 

collaboration and, particularly, the prospects for closer technology 

cooperation around the two countries’ future combat air systems.

At the beginning of September, I was very briefly back in the UK for the 

annual UK–Japan 21st Century Group meeting, which brings together 

politicians, businesspeople and academics from both countries, led by 

former Cabinet ministers Lord Lansley and Yasuhisa Shiozaki. This year’s 

conference took place in the beautiful city of Canterbury and, in addition to 

some excellent discussions, there was a memorable dinner in the ancient 

cathedral close. Whilst in London, I addressed a reception at Parliament 

hosted by the All Party Parliamentary Group on Japan, in honour of the 

Rugby World Cup.

AWAY FROM THE RUGBY ...

October enthronement

HRH the Prince of Wales visits Japan on 22–23 October to attend the 

enthrone ment of the new Japanese Emperor. I well remember when he 

came here 30 years ago for the enthronement of the previous emperor, 

when I was serving at the Embassy on my first posting. The links between 

the Royal and Imperial Families are very close, and a valuable pillar of the 

two countries’ relationship. We are most fortunate in having a Japanese 

Emperor and Empress who not only studied at Oxford, but who feel 

such affection towards Britain.

Sparkling launch for UK in JAPAN 2019–20

We launched our year of UK in JAPAN 2019–20 in September (page 43), with 

a specta cular showcase of British food and drink presented by the renowned 

British creative team Bompas and Parr. Linked to a weather theme, it included a 

huge “whisky cloud” in the garden, a gin “tornado” and sparkling wine bubbles. 

We had our first GREAT week on the Future of Financial Services, including 

events on Green Finance, Women in Finance and Fintech. The cultural season 

is now well underway, too. We went to see the Royal Opera House’s Otello, 

and the BBC Scottish Orchestra will be here this month staging the first Proms 

series in Japan. 





PUBLISHER 

When nature hurts,  
humans are inspired to help 
simon farrell |  simon@custom-media.com

With the official death toll now more 

than 70 and expected to increase, 

we offer our sincere condolences to 

every one affected by the catastrophic Typhoon 

Hagibis and its record-breaking rainfall that caused 

some 150 mudslides in 19 prefectures, flooding 

nearly 10,000 homes with thick mud and dirty water, 

bursting dozens of riverbanks and paralysing infra-

structure. The media images of collapsed homes, 

blocked streets and uprooted trees reminded 

many people of the Great East Japan Earthquake 

of March 11, 2011.

My street had some of the more than 500,000 

properties hit by blackouts, but within three hours 

the dynamic TEPCO crew got a standing ovation 

from delighted residents as they sped to the next 

emergency job.

Some places take days, weeks or months to fix 

the basics, but Japan just gets on with it—although 

some areas are still suffering. The military, volun-

teers, children, pensioners and even defeated rugby 

players on their way home got stuck in to help 

clear the mess, provide aid and console victims.

Among the hundreds of stranded people, I 

wondered if any visiting rugby fans were seriously 

Horner (left) and Nichols at the Lotus Children’s Centre in Mongolia. PHOTO: HARRY HORNER/ROB NICHOLS

caught in the deluge; it must have been terrifying 

to be travelling abroad in such circumstances.

Rugby question

To be honest, I felt too awkward to ask: how do 

blind or visually impaired people play rugby? 

Now I know, thanks to a tip off from the British 

Embassy Tokyo about a very moving—but neglected 

by media—event held recently in Saitama that 

involved England, Japan, the Rugby World Cup 

and a very good cause indeed (see page 44).

Saddles for charity

Thanks to a bloke I met in a pub, here are two more 

generous and brave overlanders to add to those 

rugby fans featured on this page in the September 

issue of ACUMEN.

Harry Horner, from Bath in Somerset, set off 

on two wheels from Ireland in February to support 

England in Japan. Friend Rob Nichols joined him 

in Turkey to cycle east through the “Stans”, China 

and South Korea and raise £22,000—a quid for 

every kilometre—to replace a filthy, old, dangerous 

A very moving—but neglected by media—event [was] held recently  
in Saitama that involved England, Japan and the Rugby World Cup.

coal burner with clean, safe, cheap solar power 

at the life-saving Lotus Children’s Centre in 

Mongolia, which houses about 100 abandoned 

or orphaned kids.

They didn’t spend a penny on accommodation 

but, instead, camped, roughed it and stayed on 

sofas and beds of friends, strangers and sponsors.

Now in Tokyo, they are about £4,500 short, 

which they hope to raise by the time they reach 

Hokkaido in December. Sponsors and sofas are 

very welcome: rob@farsidestudio.com 

ENQUIRE TODAY

Tel: 03-5791-2105 • Fax: 03-5791-2106 • Email: palis@poppins.co.jp • www.poppins-palis.jp/en
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TIME TO  
AUTOMATE

Plans to produce the next line of the Qashqai compact crossover SUV in 

Sunderland will be reassessed by Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. if Britain goes through 

with a no-deal Brexit, according to a 1 October story on UK-based financial 

website This Is Money.

 The plan to use the Sunderland factory was a joint effort by former Nissan 

Chairman and Chief Executive Carlos Ghosn and former UK Prime Minister 

Theresa May to generate about 7,000 new jobs—all of which are now at risk. 

This comes after Nissan’s decision to cancel production of the X-Trail SUV 

in Sunderland, which will be produced in Japan instead. Nissan is expected to 

cut 12,500 jobs worldwide by 2020.

The UK’s House of Commons Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy Committee 

has published a report calling on the govern ment to begin promoting automation 

in British industries—and used Japan as an example. 

According to a 20 September article published by The Japan Times, the 

committee was motivated by Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s push for the 

“continued growth and development of automation to enable the country to 

drastically improve productivity”. 

The report ranks the UK 22nd globally in terms of the number of industrial 

robots per 10,000 workers. Shown below is the assembly line for the Land Rover 

Discovery Sport in Halewood, England.

However, Nissan confirmed it would not change its plans to manufacture 

the next-generation Juke vehicle at the Sunderland factory. 

As reported by Japan Today on 14 October, Nissan has invested £100mn 

in the Juke with 70% of production in European Union markets. 

The firm's Europe Chairman Gianluca de Ficchy said the Sunderland factory 

was built to serve European markets and that the Juke is designed, engineered 

and manufactured in the UK for European customers. 

Nissan will discontinue the night shift at the plant, lowering total staff to 

fewer than 6,000, and is expected to cut 12,500 jobs worldwide by 2020.

NISSAN PLANS FOR QASHQAI, X-TRAIL AND JUKE
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BRITAIN’S FIRST KIT KAT SHOP
Nestlé is opening Japan-originated Kit Kat chocolate shops 

in Britain for a limited time. Although Kit Kat was 

created in England in 1935, the chocolate-

coated wafers have become 

somewhat of a cultural icon in 

Japan with their many region-

specific flavours. The stores will 

pop up at some 30 department 

stores until 24 December.  

(The Jiji Press, 1 Oct)

OLYMPIANS GET £50MN
Prime Minister Boris Johnson has approved £50mn for British 

athletes going to the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic 

Games. The funding is intended to support Team GB in their 

final year of preparation. Johnson said the funding shows 

that the country is backing its athletes “every step of the way”. 

(Gov.UK, 26 Sept)

YOKOHAMA CLAIMS RUGBY FIRST
Historian and Briton Mike Galbraith has received recognition 

in Japan for discovering that rugby was introduced to the 

country much earlier than is generally accepted. After 10 years 

of research, a plaque acknowledging Galbraith’s findings was 

unveiled by the Japan Rugby Football Union in Yokohama in 

the lead-up to the Rugby World Cup 2019. The plaque reads: 

“The Birthplace of Football (Rugby) in Japan. The Yokohama 

Football Club was founded close to this spot on 26 January, 1866”. 

(BBC Sport, 1 Oct)

N E WS  B R I E F S

The founder and chief executive of Fast 

Retailing, owner of brands Uniqlo and 

GU, has said that Brexit would turn the UK 

into the “sick man of Europe”. In an article 

published by CNN on 19 September, 

Tadashi Yanai (left), the richest man in 

Japan, voiced concerns that Brexit is 

practically impossible even if the UK 

Although Kit Kat was created  

in England in 1935, [it has] 

become somewhat of a cultural 

icon in Japan

LONDON REVIEW 
FOR BOOK ON 
TOKYO WRITER  
The celebrated journalism and literature 

of London-born writer Alan Booth 

compiled for a book edited by Timothy 

Harris, was reviewed by the Literary 

Review in its October issue. 

Booth, who died in 1993, moved 

to Japan to study and become a writer. 

There, he came to be known for his 

sarcastic wit and dark humour. Entitled 

This Great Stage of 

Fools: An Anthology of 

Uncollected Writings, 

the book features a 

selection that covers 

Japanese film, festivals 

and folk songs.

UK TO SAVE  
JAPAN’S TREES

wants to do it. “If Brexit does happen, the 

UK could revert to the former situation 

before the Margaret Thatcher era, when 

the UK was referred to as the sick man of 

Europe,” he said. However, Yanai said that 

Uniqlo would remain in the UK regardless 

of possible forthcoming economic and 

political challenges.

POST-BREXIT UK: “EUROPE’S SICK MAN”

Forestry England is taking Japanese 

maple trees to the UK to save them from 

extinction. As reported by The Telegraph 

on 2 October, in a joint effort between 

the University of Oxford and various gov-

ernment departments related to botanic 

gardens and forestry, researchers have 

travelled to Japan to acquire the maple 

tree’s seeds, as well as those of other 

species. They will then plant these in the 

forests of the UK. Experts hope that this 

will not only save many species but that 

the trees will also become resilient to 

climate change. The maples will be planted 

at Westonbirt Arboretum in Gloucestershire 

and Bedgebury National Pinetum and 

Forest in Kent.
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Big events, big impact
Busy autumn season for the chamber 
lori henderson mbe

As I began writing this month’s column, 

the British Chamber of Commerce in 

Japan (BCCJ) team was anxiously awaiting 

news about the impact of Typhoon Hagibis on the 

final pool matches of the Rugby World Cup 2019. 

England vs France had been cancelled, and we 

were anticipating word about Scotland vs Japan, 

planned for 13 October. That match went ahead 

and saw the Brave Blossoms beat Scotland 28-21. 

Despite the turmoil brought by Mother Nature, 

life and work continue apace for the Executive 

Committee (Excom) and core BCCJ executive team.

Excom taskforces

Excom held its regular meeting this month on 

9 October at the British Embassy Tokyo. Our three 

main taskforces provided updates for the remainder 

of this chamber year, which ends 31 March.

• The Responsible Business Taskforce sends 

thanks to all members who have completed 

the 2019 Responsible Business survey

• The Digital and Tech Innovation group is 

seeking member input on a UK–Japan Tech 

Pitch evening due to be held in 2020

• The Diversity and Inclusion leaders are engaging 

in a chamber-wide benchmarking exercise, 

and having all Excom and BCCJ team members 

engage in unconscious bias training, supported 

by BCCJ Entrepreneur member Price Global.

Japanese partnerships

In response to feedback from members, we are 

working hard to bring more Japanese firms and 

external contributors to the BCCJ’s business 

exchange and networking programme. Members 

regularly tell us that they are keen to make more 

local business connections and engage with 

Japanese policymakers.

On 11 October, we hosted our first bila teral 

session with the Tokyo Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry, looking at business between the 

UK and Japan, in 2020 and beyond (page 16).

On 18 October we welcomed to the stage 

Tomoyo Ishigaki, Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo 

Abe’s director of communications. With foreign 

media portrayal of Japan perennially a strange 

jumble of opposites, Ishigaki is the person who 

must try to put the nation’s message across. 

In conversation over breakfast, Robin Harding, 

Japan bureau chief for The Financial Times, 

discussed with Ishigaki how news about Japan is 

shaped, what the country is trying to say to the world 

and how its messages get warped in the process.

Such events—while posing interesting 

content—are designed to bring members into 

con tact with wider and deeper pools of Japanese 

business people. Please join our activities—

which are designed with your business in mind—

when ever you can.

Flagship event

The largest event in the BCCJ diary is, of course, 

our annual British Business Awards gala, to be held 

this year on the evening of 8 November. The gala 

essentially takes a year to plan and, one month 

before, the team is spending about 80% of our time 

on delivering a superlative experience for more 

than 300 guests.

We are really grateful to our Headline sponsor, 

STH Japan, and our other main supporters—

Gold sponsors Robert Walters Japan K.K. and 

Wimbledon Brewery, as well as Bronze sponsors 

Argentum Wealth Management and SI–UK (Study 

in the UK)—who help us deliver the best-value gala 

in town and keep our event cost-neutral.

We are also pleased that the event is to be run 

in collaboration with the UK in JAPAN 2019–20 

campaign, a UK Government initiative. A full over-

view of the gala, including news of our winners, 

will feature in the December issue of ACUMEN.

We are always seeking volunteers for the 

BBA 2019. If you can support our event roll-out, 

please get in touch! You can contact me at  

lori@bccjapan.com 

Our three main taskforces provided updates for the  
remainder of this chamber year, which ends 31 March.
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Tackling challenges
david bickle  |  @BCCJ_President

T he Rugby World Cup (RWC) burst onto 

television screens around the globe this 

month, and the atmosphere in stadiums 

throughout Japan has been crackling with energy 

and excitement. For a good many fans—die-hard, 

occasional and new alike—the thrill of the contest 

has been contagious.

Rugby is a physical game—attrition interspersed 

with moments of dazzling dexterity and explosive 

running. Those lucky enough to have match-day 

tickets or watch games on TV will also attest to 

the intensity of the bone-shuddering tackles on 

display, which seems to be harsher than ever. 

Players continue to get heavier, faster and stronger 

as conditioning improves.

For former players and enthusiastic fans alike, 

the urge to return to the fray can be overwhelming. 

A sober assessment though of one’s current physi-

cal condition is normally enough to put paid to 

such bravado, as age inevitably begins to catch up 

with us all!

Shared challenges

Ageing is something, of course, that presents 

challenges for all nations. These challenges are 

particularly acute for developed countries, such as 

Japan and the UK, with their top-heavy demo-

graphic structures—an increasingly large number 

of elderly people with comparatively fewer young, 

economically active persons to support them.

In tackling these challenges, Japan and the UK 

have much in common. Both are blessed with uni-

versal health care systems, and both share a commit-

ment to ease the pressure brought on by ageing 

through the prolifera tion of digital technology.

It was heartening, therefore, to see the launch 

last month of a report entitled Capitalising on 

Japan’s Digital Healthcare Economy During this 

Era of Ageing Societies, that highlights opportu-

nities for Japan–UK health tech collaboration. 

Funded by the govern ment of Japan and authored 

by Professor Sudhesh Kumar of Warwick University 

Medical School, the report identifies potential 

benefits leading to improve ments in the safety, 

quality and effective ness of healthcare, the earlier 

diagnosis of disease, and the development of new 

medicines and treatments.

Chamber support

In line with such opportunities, the British Chamber 

of Commerce in Japan (BCCJ) was delighted this 

month to support a seminar on the application of 

technology to address the challenges of healthy 

ageing. Taking place on 1 October in Kobe, in the 

presence of Professor Tasuku Honjo, winner of the 

2018 Nobel Prize for Medicine (and organised in 

collaboration with the Kobe Biomedical Innovation 

Cluster), the seminar featured presentations from 

leaders in health tech fields. These included impor-

tant investors in the UK such as Japan’s Sysmex 

Corporation, the owner of Oxford Gene Technology 

Limited (a former University of Oxford start-up).

In closing, I hope that BCCJ members will con-

tinue to enjoy the rugby on offer this month—in all 

its forms. In parallel to the RWC, matches featuring 

teams representing Japan and the UK are taking 

place at the World Wheelchair Rugby Challenge in 

Tokyo, and also in a blind rugby test match series in 

Kumagaya, Saitama Prefecture. Integrity, respect, 

solidarity, passion and discipline—these are the 

common values of rugby that will be on display 

in abundance at all these games. The depth and 

pervasiveness of these values across the different 

codes is what makes rugby so special. Different 

rules, common culture, one sport. That’s what 

unites its players and fans. Enjoy! 

These challenges are particularly acute for developed countries, such as 

Japan and the UK, with their top-heavy demographic structures.
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BCCJ / TCCI BILATERAL  
BUSINESS SESSION

Nurturing the future UK–Japan trading relationship 

BY C BRYAN JONES

E verywhere you look, UK–Japan collabora-

tion is blossoming. The year began with 

an announcement by Japanese Prime 

Minister Shinzo Abe and then-UK Prime Minister 

Theresa May that the two nations had agreed to 

a new partner ship to promote technology and 

innovation. The agreement came during Abe’s 

January visit to London and aims to tackle the 

grand challenges identified by the UK’s modern 

Industrial Strategy and Japan’s Society 5.0 by 

finding ways for British and Japanese researchers 

and industry experts to work side by side.

In the nine months since, many stories of 

bilateral partnerships have emerged, and the 

British Chamber of Commerce in Japan (BCCJ) 

has worked to foster more. Building stronger ties 

between UK and Japanese businesses in Japan 

is key to success, and on 11 October the BCCJ 

hosted its first business matching session with 

the Tokyo Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

(TCCI) at the TCCI headquarters, overlooking 

the Imperial Palace.

BCCJ EVENT

UK–Japan joint research 

is of a higher quality than 

UK research on its own, or 

Japanese research on its own.

Grand challenges

Minister Counsellor for Economic Diplomacy at 

the British Embassy Tokyo, Sue Kinoshita, was 

the first speaker at the event designed to provide 

networking opportunities for UK and Japanese 

executives, build business connections and forge 

future, cross-sector partnerships.

She started off with the grand challenges of 

Society 5.0 and how the UK and Japan can tackle 

them together. These challenges include:

• Healthy ageing

• Clean growth

• Future of mobility

• Artificial intelligence and data

“These are the four areas that we’ve chosen to 

focus on, and where I would suggest there is lots 

of opportunity for UK and Japanese companies to 

collaborate,” she said. “As far as the govern ment 

role goes, we are already collaborating very closely 

with the Japanese government to align our policies, 

to align regulations and to develop new regulatory 

frameworks for emerging technologies. There is no 

regulatory framework for the transfer of data or for 

autonomous vehicles. We need to be developing 

the policy frameworks and regulatory frameworks 

that will allow those to be exploited for the benefit 

of society.

“We’re working together to create global norms, 

global standards, and we’re doing that multilaterally 

of course, through the G20. Particularly this year, 

we’ve been very pleased to be able to work closely 

with Japan as it has held the presidency of the G20”.

Stronger together

Kinoshita also presented the concept of the Tech 

Rocketship Awards (TRA), which are designed to 

assist Japanese start-ups with global expansion. 

The TRA involve working with Japan’s Ministry 

of Economy, Trade and Industry’s start-up pro-

gramme and hosting events with the Japan External 

Trade Organization and sector specialists.

“We could do so much better than we do things 

together rather than separately. My favourite 

example of that, actually, is in the science field. 

There is a recognised way of measuring the quality 

of research projects and, if you look at the data, 

UK–Japan joint research is of a higher quality than 

UK research on its own, or Japanese research on 

its own, or, indeed, UK–US research, UK–German 

research, Japanese–US research,” she said. “Which-

ever partnership you look at, it’s UK–Japan research 

that has the highest quality, objectively measured 

by scientists. I think it’s very clear that there are 

synergies between what each of our countries 

can offer”.
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BCCJ EVENT

Beyond the Olympics

The second speaker of the evening was Hideki 

Hayashi of the Japan Center for Economic Research 

and the Hitachi Research Institute. Noting the 

business opportunities presented by the Tokyo 2020 

Olympic and Paralympic Games, he said: “Society 

5.0 has not been acknowledged so much by the 

citizens of Japanese society, but the Tokyo 2020 

Olympics and Paralympics can be a good chance”.

He outlined a plan that has been formulated 

to capitalise on that opportunity—the Tokyo 2020 

Nationwide Participation Programme—and how 

it can help chart a prosperous course for the city 

after the Games have gone.

The initiative is divided into two parts:

• Tokyo 2020 Official Programme

• Tokyo 2020 Support Programme

The first is implemented by government 

agencies, the host city, official sponsors, the 

Japanese Olympic and Paralympic Committees, 

muni ci palities in which venues are located and 

broad casters who hold rights to the Games. The 

second is implemented by non-commercial 

bodies and other related parties and aims to 

encourage widespread public participation. 

The quality of UK–Japan 

joint research is the 

highest in the world. 

Both cover eight key areas of business opportunity:

• Sport and health

• Urban planning

• Sustainability

• Culture

• Education

• Economy and technology

• Recovery

• Nationwide benefits and global communication

Hayashi also talked about the World Expo 2025, 

the second to be held in Osaka since 1970, and noted 

the coincidence that the last time Tokyo hosted the 

Olympics, in 1964, Osaka hosted the World Expo 

just six years later. As Japan attempts to bring greater 

business prosperity to regions beyond Tokyo, this 

event will boost the Kansai region.

Not to be left out, the Chubu region also looks 

to blossom as a location for UK–Japan business 

collaboration in the coming decade when the linear 

Shinkansen goes into service in 2027, shortening 

the travel time between Tokyo and Nagoya to just 

40 minutes, considerably shorter than the current 

100–120 minutes. And by 2037, this service will be 

extended to Osaka, making a short 67-minute trip 

between the city and Tokyo possible—much better 

than the two-and-a-half to three hours it now takes.

This is important because the Chubu and 

Kansai regions are key research and develop ment 

centres. As Kinoshita pointed out, the quality 

of UK–Japan joint research is the highest in the 

world. And as Hayashi added in closing, “The two 

countries can work together to achieve the super-

smart, data-driven economy to find solutions to 

the same social agenda”.

Networking

After an hour of presentations, attendees enjoyed 

an hour of food, drinks and the chance to meet 

people from a wide range of industries. The session 

was a wonderful chance for firms and individuals 

who may not normally cross paths to find common 

ground and identity opportunities for the kind of 

collaboration Kinoshita and Hayashi spoke about—

all while Australia and Georgia fought it out in the 

Rugby World Cup on the large screen at the front 

of the room. 
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BRITISH BUSINESS AWARDS

Natalie Black has led a successful career as deputy director of 

the Prime Minister’s Policy Unit and both deputy director 

and director of the Office of Cyber Security and Information 

Assurance (OCSIA) in the Cabinet Office to support Ministers 

developing national strategies on cyber issues. Black was chief 

of staff to the Director of Security for the London 2012 Olympic 

and Paralympic Games as well as a management consultant in 

technology and public sector reform. She is a graduate of the 

London School of Economics and Harvard University, where 

she was a Fulbright Scholar. Black is currently serving as Her 

Majesty’s Trade Commissioner for Asia Pacific.

Magnus Hansson has an impressive career in the industry, 

beginning in 2000 at Saab Automobile. After 12 years, he moved to 

Nissan Motor Co., Ltd.’s Infiniti division before settling into his 

current position at the BCCJ platinum member. Hansson has 

worked across continents in Europe, North America and parts of 

Asia. He graduated from the University of Gothenburg in Sweden.

Haru Tsuyukubo joined the firm in February 2014 as president 

after spending 30 years in the automotive supply industry 

in South-East Asia, Europe, the US and Japan. He has held a 

number of senior management and leadership roles in the fields 

of manufacturing, business operations, business development 

and sales management. Prior to joining Rolls-Royce, he served 

as president of Faurecia Japan and vice president of Faurecia 

JAIK (Japan, ASEAN, India and Korea) operations. Before that, 

he was president of Magna International Japan. Tsuyukubo 

represents Rolls-Royce’s businesses in Japan across all sectors: 

civil, defence and power systems. He holds a Master of Arts from 

the Thunderbird School of Global Management and an Executive 

MBA from Michigan State University.

Mariko McTier is a former journalist where she gained experience 

planning, managing and delivering international, multi-stake-

holder projects for government, corporate and social ventures. 

She has served as the programme manager of a UK government 

campaign for facilitating partnerships between the UK and Japan, 

and as an overseas marketing lead for Earth Company, a social 

enterprise. Her current focus is on building greater cross-sector 

engagement with social and environmental issues through Social 

 Innovation Japan, consulting for businesses and social ventures, 

and as the Tokyo lead for the Circular Economy Club.

Natalie Black

HM Trade Commissioner for Asia Pacific at the UK Government

Magnus Hansson

Chief Executive of Jaguar Land Rover Japan

Haru Tsuyukubo

President of Rolls-Royce Japan Co., Ltd.

Mariko McTier

Co-founder and Director at Social Innovation Japan

YOU JUDGE 
THE JUDGES

With the date of the 2019 British Business Award (BBA) approaching (8 November), 

the British Chamber of Commerce in Japan (BCCJ) is delighted to reveal the names 

of the five judges, a truly diverse and accomplished line-up of accomplished leaders 

who are actively engaged in bolstering UK-Japan relations.
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MIKE SHARROCK
Chief executive of the British Paralympics Association

W ith less than a year to go until the 

Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic 

Games, the British Chamber of 

Commerce in Japan (BCCJ) is pleased to welcome 

Mike Sharrock, chief executive of the British 

Paralympics Association, to this year’s esteemed 

panel of BBA judges. Sharrock boasts a 30-year 

career with BP and led the firm’s partnership 

with the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic 

Games and the Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth 

Games, where he was left with a passion for the 

Paralympics that led him to his current position. 

He was appointed chief executive of the British 

Paralympic Association in January, and ACUMEN 

had the chance to learn more about what moved 

him to champion those with disabilities and to 

participate in the BBA.

Why did you agree to judge?

I have had the pleasure of visiting Tokyo several 

times over the past year and have been very 

impressed by the professionalism of the BCCJ, 

so was naturally delighted and honoured to 

be asked to be one of the judges of the British 

Business Awards. I’m also very happy to be able 

to attend the awards event, which I’ve heard is 

an opportunity not to be missed!

How will you assess excellence and innovation?

I’m looking forward to seeing the nominations 

and assessing what makes each stand out from the 

others. Excellence can come in many forms, and it’s 

what makes each nomination distinctive that I will 

be looking for, together with evidence of new or 

different approaches being applied.

What experience will you draw from?

I’m lucky to be able to draw from more than 30 

years’ experience with BP, where I worked across 

the firm in a number of international roles. These 

included seven years living and working in Asia, 

BRITISH BUSINESS AWARDS

with secondments to Shanghai, Jakarta and Saigon. 

My roles spanned oil and gas operations, manu-

facturing, retail and international oil trading.

Why is the British Business Awards important?

I’m sure that life for businesspeople in Japan 

is as busy as it is everywhere, and so I think it’s 

important, every now and then, to be able to take 

time to stand back to reflect on all the great work 

being done and to celebrate excellence. The British 

Business Awards is an opportunity to showcase 

the best of the best and to inspire others to go out 

and do the same.

What opportunities do the Paralympics present?

I truly believe that the Tokyo 2020 Paralympics will 

be as big an event for Japan as the London 2012 

Games were for the UK. With less than one year to 

go, awareness levels in Japan are at least as high as 

they were at the same time in the UK, if not higher. 

From the very beginning, the Tokyo Organising 

Committee has put the Paralympics at the heart of 

their planning, and I sense a real commitment to 

make sure that the opportunity is exploited to the 

full. In the summer of 2020, the Japanese public 

will have the chance to witness the incredible 

sporting performances of the world’s Paralympic 

athletes. Their perception of Paralympic sport will 

be transformed, and preconceptions of disability 

and ability will be challenged. That’s the real 

opportunity of the Paralympics coming to Tokyo 

next year.

How did the Paralympics drive change 

in London?

Many people came to see the Paralympics in 

London because they hadn’t been able to secure an 

Olympic ticket, or they simply wanted to experience 

the Olympic Park. However, what they saw was elite 

sport at the highest level. The Paralympic athletes 

ensured that the focus was all about ability rather 

than disability. That’s what provided the impetus 

for change.

What change do you hope to see?

I hope that the thousands of Japanese people who 

fill the stadiums—and the millions who watch 

the Paralympics on television next summer—will 

be inspired by what they see and that their views 

on disability will be transformed forever. My 

first experience of a Paralympic Games was at 

Beijing 2008, and I can remember the feeling of 

being challenged and, at the same time, being 

completely over whelmed by the inspiration 

of the incredible sporting performances that I 

witnessed. I still feel that inspiration today and 

feel very privileged to be leading one of the 

world’s top national Paralympic committees.

What business opportunities do the Paralympic 

Games bring?

Hosting a Paralympic Games brings huge business 

opportunities—direct and indirect. Whether 

that’s in constructing the venues, providing 

services or as one of the official partners of the 

Games, the opportunities are significant. I was 

fortunate to lead BP’s Tier 1 partnership with the 

London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games 

and have firsthand experience of how the Games 

can stimulate new ways of working, as well as to 

allow new and exciting business relationships to 

be formed.

Why is changing attitudes important to 

business success?

Put very simply, those firms that embrace 

diversity in all its forms—including disability—

perform better over time than those that don’t. 

Logically that has to make sense. Firms that 

genuinely try to be inclusive are more likely 

to engage their employees more fully and 

understand their customers better. 

The British Paralympic Association is a registered UK charity that relies on the generosity of corporate and individual 

supporters. If you would like to support the team as they prepare for Tokyo 2020—and to be part of our extended 

family at the Games—please contact Chief Executive Mike Sharrock at mike.sharrock@paralympics.org.uk
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The A-List of Recruitment

DaXtra Technologies is a world-leading specialist in artificial intelligence (AI)-based, highly 
accurate, multilingual resume and job parsing, as well as semantic search, matching and 
recruitment automation solutions. We support clients globally via strategic office locations 
in Japan, Hong Kong, China, Australia, the United Kingdom and the United States.

We provide our clients with a competitive edge in sourcing the best available jobseekers 
and engaging with them quickly. Our software seamlessly integrates with your existing 
systems and processes to give you the ability to find relevant information quickly from 
your in-house databases and online recruitment channels, whatever your industry, 
location or firm size.

With DaXtra products, stay ahead of the competition by placing people faster.

FIRM SPECIALISATION
DaXtra delivers significant returns and extra efficiencies to our clients by automating 
a wide range of talent acquisition and recruitment business processes through its 
novel AI and machine learning technologies.

DaXtra Technologies
8F, 1-12-2 Shibuya

Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-0002

Koichi Yano, Country Manager Japan
03-6868-8734

k.yano@daxtra.com
www.daxtra.com

Know the Book? You will love the course.

Dale Carnegie pioneered corporate training. Businesses in 97 countries benefit from 
his breakthrough ideas, including 90% of Fortune 500 firms.

Constant client feedback and refinement for 105 years have made us the choice for 
business solutions and organisational change. We have been assisting firms in Japan—
in English and Japanese—for the past 53 years.

Dale Carnegie Training Japan
2-19-8 Akasaka  

Minato City, Tokyo 107-0052

Dr Greg Story, president
03-4520-5470

inquiry-alist@dale-carnegie.co.jp
www.dale-carnegie.co.jp

FIRM SPECIALISATION
• Team member engagement
• Customer service
• Sales effectiveness
• Persuasion power
• Human relations effectiveness

• Leadership development
• Process improvement
• Presentation effectiveness
• Stress management
• Global employees

RGF Executive Search Japan is a leader in bilingual executive search and recruiting 
services. Since 1998, we have built an unparalleled track record of sourcing, attracting 
and securing the best talent for our clients, from startups to multinational corporations. 
As part of the Recruit Group, we have been a trusted partner on search assignments for 
C-Suite and senior to mid-level management roles for more than 20 years. 

Our experienced consultants, based in Tokyo and Osaka, execute assignments with 
a proactive and targeted approach that presents our clients’ businesses and overall 
objectives effectively to qualified professionals. 

We are proud to have been recognized by Recruitment International as Japan’s Executive 
Search Company of the Year consistently since 2014.

FIRM SPECIALISATION 
• Technology
• Digital media and services
• Consumer goods and retail
• Healthcare and life science
• Real estate and property service
• Industrial and manufacturing

 
• Financial services
• Professional services
• Finance and accounting
• HR and GA
• SCM
• Legal and compliance

RGF Executive Search 
New Horizon Ebisu Bldg.  

3-14-20 Higashi, Shibuya-ku  
Tokyo 150-0011

Struan McKay, representative director/CEO
03-4563-1700

struan.mckay@rgf-executive.com
www.rgf-executive.jp
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Robert Walters Japan K.K.
Shibuya Minami Tokyu Bldg. 14F  

3-12-18 Shibuya  
Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-0002

Jeremy Sampson, managing director
03-4570-1500

info@robertwalters.co.jp
www.robertwalters.co.jp

Robert Walters is one of the world’s leading specialist professional recruitment consul-
tancies for permanent and contract recruitment.

Robert Walters Japan possesses the distinct advantages of size and a proven track record, 
allowing you to tap into an unparalleled global network that enables clients and candidates 
to come together in the most efficient and productive way possible.

Our Tokyo and Osaka offices are active in building integrated partnerships with clients 
and bilingual professionals. We consistently deliver the most relevant match of skills 
and culture—our ultimate goal.

FIRM SPECIALISATION
• Accountancy and finance
• Banking and financial services
• Legal
• Compliance and risk
• Engineering
• Chemical
• Automotive
• Manufacturing and components
• Energy and infrastructure

• General management and consultancy
• Human resources
• IT and online
• Sales and marketing
• Retail
• Luxury and consumer goods
• Healthcare
• Supply chain
• Logistics

The A-List of Recruitment

SThree K.K. delivers world-class recruitment services that adapt to your changing 
needs. For more than 30 years, we have provided comprehensive solutions that 
strengthen our partnership with you.

FIRM SPECIALISATION
Recruitment within science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM). 
In Japan, we have Computer Futures that specialise in IT and technology, Real 
Life Sciences that specialise in the life sciences and healthcare and Huxley that 
specialise in banking and financial services.

SThree K.K. 
Hulic Ginza Wall Building 8F  

6-13-16 Ginza  
Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-0061

Grant Habgood, managing director
03-4520-4016

g.habgood@sthree.com
www.computerfutures.com/ja-jp  

www.realstaffing.com/ja-jp   
www.huxley.com/ja-jp

RGF Professional Recruitment Japan, a Recruit Group Company, strives to be the 
recruiter of choice for bilingual professionals and global organisations in Japan.

The Recruit brand name allows us to attract the best bilingual Japanese candidates on 
the market and helps us forge long-lasting relationships with market-leading clients.

Our challenge is to harness the incredible resources we have at our disposal and give 
our clients access to the best candidates on the market. We want our clients to feel 
a tangible difference in the level of quality we can deliver compared to our competitors.

FIRM SPECIALISATION
RGF Professional Recruitment Japan covers all functional specialisms and industry 
sectors, from specialist roles to management positions. We have a track record of 
supplying talent to leading international and domestic firms in Tokyo.

RGF Professional Recruitment
6th Floor ThinkPark Tower

2-1-1 Osaki, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 141-6006

Hiroki Nakashige, managing director
03-6422-4400

hiroki.nakashige@rgf-professional.com
www.rgf-professional.jp/en
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D espite Japan’s continued low unemploy-

ment rate, finding qualified labour is still 

a challenge across all industries. Up to 

71% of employers are facing this issue, according 

to RGF’s Talent in Asia 2019 Report. This is even 

more of an issue in the healthcare industry, where 

76.8% of employers consider talent shortages to 

be more of a concern than low hiring budgets or 

mismatches with a firm’s culture. For a deeper look 

at current trends and the future of the industry, 

BCCJ ACUMEN spoke with Jonathan Naylor, 

senior manager at RGF Professional Recruitment 

Japan (RGF PR).

Rising trends

RGF PR has two teams for the healthcare industry 

that seek candidates for commercial, clinical, and 

technical positions. As one of the largest bilingual 

recruiter firms in Tokyo, RGF PR is responsible for 

staffing clinical research associates and employees 

at pharmaceutical and medical device firms, as 

well as at healthcare-related vendors. Recently, 

the industry has seen a rising demand for medical 

science liaisons (MSLs), whose role is to maintain 

peer-to-peer relationships between physicians 

and medical and pharmaceutical firms. This is a 

trend brought about by a strong need for healthcare 

organizations to improve and strengthen their 

rapport with doctors, Naylor explained, adding 

that, in the past, this responsibility was more with 

medical representatives (MRs).

“Now, MSLs can help build confidence in 

products directly with the doctors—especially if 

they possess a science back ground. Consequen-

tially, we are seeing less and less MR hiring and 

more hiring in medical affairs, as well as vendors 

providing online MR services and healthcare 

relationship management services”.

Declining staff

As with other industries in Japan, healthcare is 

experiencing a shortage of candidates—particularly 

for technical positions where certain qualifications 

are needed, such as a pharmacist or an MD, Naylor 

said. There are a limited number of people in Japan 

who have such qualifications. Those candidates 

know this, and they are in no rush to take a position 

to which they’re not completely committed. “There 

are so many openings right now for each applicant 

that a job seeker can easily dismiss a client that 

takes too long or isn’t flexible with times and dates,” 

said Naylor. “They know there are lots of options”.

He also pointed out that healthcare is a global 

industry. “So many non-sales positions require 

English, which further limits the candidate pool. 

Salaries are high in the industry, so attracting an 

MD who speaks English from a high-paying role is 

a difficult task for competitors”. Another concern 

for potential candidates is that mergers and acqui-

si  tions are common and it is important for firms 

to ensure job security.

The interview

Naylor said that it is up to firms to provide a great 

inter view experience if they want the best talent. 

“An interview that is not one-sided, but more of a 

HEALTHY 
HIRING

RGF PR takes the pulse of  
Japan’s healthcare industry

BY AARON BAGGETT

PUBLICITY

two-way interaction, can leave the candidate with 

a good impression of the firm and make them feel 

they can really fit in”.

Firms that also give poten tial employees a look 

at the “real” office will have much better success 

attracting top talent. “The idea of just sitting in a 

meeting room for an hour answering questions is 

a very outdated method of interviewing people, 

especially younger people,” Naylor explained.

When it comes to what candidates are expecting 

from the interview process, he pointed out that 

many are looking for global connections. This could 

mean being able to interact with the head office, 

taking business trips abroad, or even making global 

transfers. “People want to know what they will do in 

both the short term and the long term. If our clients 

can give the candidate some indication that a chance 

to work overseas is possible, they will have a very good 

chance of attracting and retaining them long term”.

In the end, what RGF PR believes is one of 

the most impor tant steps in the hiring process is 

arranging a casual meeting between candidate 

and firm that gives them a better impression. 

“Meeting people face-to-face and explaining a 

client’s product and vision helps to represent them-

selves properly so that candidates can completely 

under stand the opportunity we’re presenting”. 

RGF Professional Recruitment   03-6422-4400  |  www.rgf-professional.jp/en

Healthcare is experiencing a shortage of candidates—

particularly for technical positions where certain 

qualifications are needed.
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T he future of the world depends on new 

ideas and the evolution of traditional 

approaches to business—and this 

inno vation is found in youth. One of the most 

successful and dynamic platforms for nurturing 

young minds is One Young World, a UK-based 

organisation that aims to promote and connect 

young leaders to create a better world, with more 

responsible, more effective leadership.

The first summit was held in London in 2010, 

and this year One Young World returns to the city 

of its birth. Along the way, the gathering has been 

held in Zurich, Switzerland (2011), Pittsburgh, 

United States (2012), Johannesburg, South Africa 

(2013), Dublin, Ireland (2014), Bangkok, Thailand 

(2015), Ottawa, Canada (2016), Bogota, Colombia 

(2017) and The Hague in The Netherlands (2018).

LEADERSHIP

Three pillars support

British Chamber of Commerce in Japan (BCCJ) 

member firm Global Perspectives KK, which 

develops long-term, in-depth organisational 

transformation solutions for clients, is helping 

connect One Young World with the three pillars 

of the BCCJ 5.0 initiative:

• Diversity and inclusion

• Tech and innovation

• Responsible business

The firm was co-founded by Gavin Dixon and 

BCCJ Executive Committee member Tove Kinooka.

Diversity and inclusion is always a topic of 

discussion at One Young World and was a core 

theme of last year’s summit in The Hague. “We 

heard about powerful personal stories and 

impactful projects, such as the initiative to end 

female virginity testing in Afghanistan, and one 

which aims to break down stigmas and barriers 

that affect disabled people in corporate life,” 

Kinooka said.

In terms of tech and innovation, she explained: 

“The summit uses tools such as an interactive 

app to allow delegates to share info and arrange 

pop-up meetings. Many of the projects presented 

at—or supported by—One Young World are, 

them selves, innovative tech solutions to social and 

environmental issues”.

The underlying current of One Young World, 

Kinooka said, is responsible business. “Since its 

inception, core themes have always included 

topics such as the climate crisis, gender equality 

and human rights. In fact, they launched an initia-

tive last year called Lead 2030, which pro vides 

funding for innovative youth-led solutions aimed 

at achieving the United Nations’ Sustainable 

Development Goals”.

Strong partners

One of the strengths of One Young World is the wide 

reach of its partnerships. More than 180 global firms, 

non-governmental organisations and educational 

institutions take part in the annual summit, and 

more than 500 partner with or support One Young 

World in some way. Because it reaches across almost 

every sector of business, the ideas that are nurtured 

and the talent that is developed have meaningful 

impact on the course of global industry.

With its focus on young talent, the programme 

is a way for firms to show their understanding of big 

ONE YOUNG WORLD
Global gathering aims for better business and society 

BY C BRYAN JONES

They are passionate about making a positive impact with 

their work, and are already demonstrating strong leadership 

potential in their respective organisations.

Tove Kinooka
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LEADERSHIP

issues, desire to improve the world and devotion 

to progressive thinking in the search for solutions.

Seeing this as an integral part of their global 

talent development, retention and attraction, 

many firms have increased their level of invol-

vement each year as a way of demonstrating 

their ever-growing commitment to young people. 

Firms sending delegates from at least one of their 

business units around the world include Astellas 

Pharma Inc., Audi AG, BMW AG, BNP Paribas SA, 

Chanel SA, Citigroup Global Markets Japan Inc., 

The Coca-Cola Company, Facebook, Inc., General 

Electric Company, Google LLC, Japan Tobacco 

Inc., Johnson & Johnson, L’Oréal SA, McKinsey 

& Company, MS&AD Insurance Group Holdings 

Inc., Verizon and Unilever.

The mentorship that these delegates receive 

is one of the attractions. One Young World is 

actively supported by a distinguished line-up 

of counsellors. Over the past decade, these 

have included the late Kofi Annan (1938–2018), 

former Irish President Mary Robinson, former 

Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos, Irish 

singer-songwriter Sir Bob Geldof, Archbishop 

Desmond Tutu, English actress Emma Watson, 

former Unilever Chief Executive Paul Polman, 

Meghan Markle, Duchess of Sussex, and Nobel 

Peace Prize winner Muhammad Yunus. One 

Young World counsellors work alongside dele  gates 

at the global summits, sharing their collective 

experience in creating positive social change.

BCCJ delegates

This year, there are 60 individuals attending from 

Japan, 49 of whom are going through the One 

Young World Japan Committee. They represent 

large corporations, universities and several small 

and medium-size enterprises. Many applied 

directly through their firms while others applied 

for scholarships, this year provided by Amuse, 

Inc. and Japan Tobacco, on their own initiative.

BCCJ member firm PwC sent a team of nine 

delegates to last year’s summit in The Hague, 

and is once again sending nine to this year’s 

gathering in London. These delegates are also 

participating in Global Perspectives’ eight-month 

Global Leader Accelerator (GLA) programme, 

which incorporates the One Young World summit 

and a live SDG project. They have had two leader-

ship develop ment work shops so far, together with 

other GLA participants from non-BCCJ member 

firms, and the projects are well underway.

“They are passionate about making a posi-

tive impact with their work, and are already 

demonstrating strong leadership potential in their 

respective organisations,” Kinooka told ACUMEN. 

“They all seem excited to represent Japan at the 

summit, and keen to meet and share ideas with 

other young leaders from around the world!”

Two other BCCJ member firms—Deloitte 

Touche Tohmatsu and KPMG—are also sending 

delegates, but through their global headquarters 

rather than One Young World Japan.

Following a competitive selection process, the 

One Young World Japan delegates came together 

on 17 September at JT Art Hall Affinis for a send-

off as they set their sights on London.

“It was a blast! A great speech from [BCCJ 

Executive Director] Lori Henderson, the 2018 

highlights video and highly motivating speeches 

from previous delegates—now ambassadors—

on how their experience has shaped their work 

and lives, created a real buzz,” Kinooka said. 

“The delegates were full of questions and had 

the opportunity to mingle and speak to senior 

corporate sponsors as well as the ambassadors 

and other 2019 delegates. Sustainably sourced 

local catering by Farm Canning added a special 

touch, and was very much in keeping with One 

Young World values”.

During the Summit, on 22–25 October, more 

than 1,500 delegates from around the world will 

debate, formulate and share innovative solu tions 

to help achieve the UN SDGs. 

Learn more about the One Young World and how to apply for  
the 2020 Munich summit: www.oywj.org or contact tove@oywj.org

The One Young World Japan 

delegates came together on 

17 September at JT Art Hall 

Affinis for a send-off as they 

set their sights on London.
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V ery quickly after Jacques Chabert created 

the Re-charge Black Pepper fragrance for 

British perfume house Molton Brown in 

2001, it became a by-word for iconic, luxury scents. 

Having grown from a small-scale artisanal 

opera tion to an international luxury brand—

with a flag ship store on Regent Street and a 

Royal Warrant for the supply of toiletries by 

appointment to Her Majesty the Queen—

Molton Brown reported sales of £45mn in 2004 

and caught the attention of Japanese cosmetics 

giant Kao Corporation, which purchased the firm 

the following year for £170mn.

Kao emphasised from the outset that it would 

retain Molton Brown as a stand-alone brand 

within its prestige cosmetics division. It also 

promised to maintain the “Britishness” of the 

brand and continue to manufacture its items 

at an enlarged research facility and production 

plant in Hertfordshire, in southern England.

Plans include a significant ramping up of the 

brand’s presence in Japan. In September, a new 

27-strong collection of luxury eau de parfum and 

eau de toilette was released here.

In 2002, Chabert’s daughter, 

Carla, continued the family 

tradition by tweaking the 

original recipe to create 

a more feminine version. 

This fragrance, too, is proving 

irresistible and is helping to lead the brand’s 

launch into the Japanese market.

“My father started working with Molton Brown 

in the 1990s and is probably most famous for 

Re-charge Black Pepper,” she told ACUMEN, 

referring to a scent that blends notes of coriander, 

black pepper and vetiver.

“Then we were both asked to work on ideas for 

a new version. He gave me the original formula 

and set me to work,” she said. “My father’s version 

stayed truer to the original, but I wanted to decon-

struct that and take out the woody, masculine tones 

to make it more floral”.

Feminine touch

By adding hints of tangerine and peach, she 

crafted Molton Brown’s Fiery Pink Pepper, a sultry 

and spicy scent that brings together pepper, warm 

ginger and rich patchouli. The new variant of her 

father’s classic comes as an eau de toilette, shower 

gel, perfume and body oil.

“The concept behind the brand is that the scents 

are made by individuals for individuals, and that 

the scent a person wears should serve as their 

own signature scent, something that is unique to 

them,” she said.

“Things are changing culturally and, in the 

scent market here, people are more accepting of 

perfumes. So, I think that this range—particularly 

the lighter fragrances—will work well in Japan”.

Branching out

Unveiling the latest range in Tokyo, Molton Brown 

Global President Mark Johnson emphasised 

that the launch was the brand’s largest in a 

decade. “For this range, we have sourced some 

of the world’s rarest ingredients, from Yorkshire 

to Tahiti, and paired them with sophisticated 

packaging and the finest English craftsmanship 

to create an olfactive library for the extremely 

curious,” he said.

The brand has experienced a 24% increase in 

sales over the past three years, and the new range 

is designed to help Molton Brown increase its 

geographic footprint—particularly in the markets 

of Asia, Johnson added.

They are also embracing more modern 

concepts, he said. The bottles, with eye-catching 

tops, being used for the range are all refillable and 

designed to serve as “packaging for life”.

Seiichi Ookura, president of Molton Brown 

Japan, said he is confident that the launch will 

give new impetus to the brand here and the wider 

region. “We created a new unit in January to 

promote Molton Brown in Asia, including in 

Japan, because these are still relatively untapped 

markets and we are seeing sales of prestige 

products growing quite rapidly”. 

The brand has experienced 

a 24% increase in sales over 

the past three years.

SCENT TO JAPAN
Who nose these new aromas odor here? 

BY JULIAN RYALL

LUXURY

Simple salon to celeb spot

Molton Brown was founded in London as a 

hair salon on Mayfair’s South Molton Street in 

1971 by Caroline Burstein and Michael Collis. 

As part of the business, Burstein and Collis 

began to mix natural haircare products by 

hand in the basement of the salon, favouring 

herbal formulations and natural components 

with attractive fragrances. The collaboration 

quickly led to Bubbling Orange Grove, one of 

Britain’s first luxury handwashes that became 

instantly recognisable for its citrus tones. 

Now known as the firm’s Orange & Bergamot 

range, it is still a bestseller.

The South Molton Street property soon 

became more than a salon, with the founders 

adding a vege tarian café and turning it into 

the place to be seen for London’s glitterati, 

musicians, film stars and fashion world elites. 

Today, Pierce Brosnan, Cameron Diaz and 

Sharon Stone are devoted fans.

In the 1990s, the brand diversified dramat-

ically, launching a hotel, travel firm and 

leisure division to supply high-end hotels in 

72 countries with skin and beauty products. 

The firm also developed its own retail network 

across the UK and branched out into leather 

goods, homeware and beauty spas located 

at popular points of travel, such as airport 

lounges. But the core of the brand remains 

the sense of smell and the creation of alluring, 

unique fragrances.
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THE MANY SIDES OF
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

BY LOUISA OPPENHEIM AND AMANDA COX

C onflict is a normal part of every relation-

ship. However, this conflict can turn into 

signs of domestic violence once a partner 

becomes toxic, controlling and even physical. It 

is against the law to assault another person, but 

domestic violence still exists in Japan. According to 

a 2015 survey by Japan’s Gender Equality Bureau 

Cabinet Office, one in four Japanese women have 

suffered abuse by their spouse. According to the 

United Nations (UN), the worldwide prevalence of 

domestic violence is even higher, with one in three 

women experiencing physical or sexual violence in 

their lifetime—most often by an intimate partner.

Although anyone can be a victim or abuser in 

domestic violence, 90% of perpetrators of sexual 

violence against women are men. In 2018, a UK 

government survey reported that women were 

four times as likely as men to have experienced 

sexual assault by a partner (including attempts) 

in the past year.

The high rates of domestic violence world-

wide—especially against women—have prompted 

organisations such as the UN to spread aware-

ness. The UN General Assembly has designated 

25 November as the International Day for the 

Elimination of Violence against Women. In the UK, 

25 November also marks the start of the 16 Days 

of Action Against Domestic Violence campaign, 

which lasts until 10 December.

What it is and isn’t

Domestic violence is a dynamic between partners. 

It can take different forms, but the goal is the same: 

the abuser wants to control or maintain power over 

an intimate partner. It involves frightening and 

intimidating someone repeatedly over a period of 

time. The person who receives the abuse is called 

the victim and the person who abuses others is 

called the abuser or perpetrator. A survivor is a 

person who survives domestic violence. It can 

take many attempts for a victim to leave a violent 

relationship, and sometimes this leads to the 

death of the victim. Domestic violence increases 

in intensity over time and the abuse progresses to 

higher levels.

Domestic violence is different from arguing, 

disagreeing and self-defence. Abusers consciously 

choose to respond to a situation violently. Domestic 

violence is not caused by illness, genetics, alcohol 

and drug use, out-of-control behaviour, anger, 

stress or behaviour of the victim in the relationship. 

Abusive behaviour is learned from family, society 

or peers, but it is never the fault of the victim.

Some reasons a person stays in the relation -

ship include fear, embarrassment, shame, low 

self-esteem, love, cultural and religious reasons, 

language barriers, immigration status, lack of 

money or resources and disabilities. Remember that 

every person is unique, and they will have different 

reasons for staying in an abusive relationship.

Types of abuse

Domestic violence can take several forms. 

Physical abuse includes not just pushing, choking 

and punching, but also locking a partner out 

of the house and abandoning them in dangerous 

situations. Sexual abuse includes treating a 

partner as a sex object and forcing them to 

dress provocatively.

Abuse doesn’t have to include physical 

contact. Emotional and verbal abuse can be just 

as psychologically harmful as physical and sexual 

abuse. With emotional abuse, the abuser ridicules 

the victim’s core values, race, religion and other 

aspects of identity the victim cannot control. 

Withholding affection, playing mind games and 

threatening harm to a partner or children are also 

signs of emotional abuse. Verbal abuse manifests 

itself through name-calling, ridiculing appearance 

and talking to a partner as if to a child.

Two more specific types of abuse include 

financial abuse and cyber abuse. Signs of financial 

abuse include controlling finances, withholding 

money and preventing the victim from working. 

Technology has created a new medium for 

abuse called cyber abuse. This can take place on 

any online platform—from social media to text 

messaging. The abuser hides behind a screen while 

harming the victim through harassment, trolling 

and the non-consensual distribution of photos.

Help is available

Although consultations with the police about 

domestic violence are at an all-time high in Japan—

there were 72,455 cases in 2017—the number 

is higher due to under-reporting. A survey by 

Japan’s National Police Agency found that only 

2.2% of spousal violence victims actually consult 

the police.

All types of abuse can impact your physical 

and mental health. You may not be in control 

of how your partner acts, but you are in control 

of how you respond—and this includes getting 

yourself, and any children, to safety and reaching 

out for support.

If you’re suffering from domestic violence, 

you’re not alone. Don’t hesitate to contact TELL 

if anything you read raises a red flag about your 

relationships or the relationships around you. 

TELL provides confidential, English-language 

support through its Lifeline (anonymous phone 

counselling) and Counselling (professional, 

face-to-face therapy) programmes. TELL, as well 

as the additional domestic violence resources it 

provides, can help you make a safety plan and get 

the support you need. 

In the UK, 25 November also 

marks the start of the 16 Days 

of Action Against Domestic 

Violence campaign
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B ritish technology company Cambridge 

Consultants Ltd. has joined forces with 

Hitachi, Ltd., to devise cutting-edge 

solutions for the worsening global blight of plastic 

waste. The Japanese giant is increasing its focus 

on social innovation, and announced in April the 

creation of its Kyoso-no-Mori, or Co-innovation 

Forest, project at its central research laboratory.

Under the scheme, scientists and researchers 

have been tasked with accelerating innovation 

through open collaboration with other experts 

to meet the 17 Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs) set by the United Nations in 2015. The 

target date for achieving those goals is 2030.

Better world

High up on the SDG list is improving the quality of 

life for the planet’s citizens and creating a sustain-

able, human-centric society. Worsening pollution 

is one issue that needs to be addressed to meet that 

aim, and Cambridge Consultants has a great deal 

to bring to the table.

ENVIRONMENT

This project represents an 
excellent opportunity for  

our own UK-based staff …  
to immerse themselves in  

Japanese culture and business.

A.J. van Bochoven, head 

of Strategic Innovation, said: 

“Cambridge Consultants and 

Hitachi have a long-term, 

trusted partner relationship. 

We have a parti cular interest 

and expertise in synthe tic 

biology, so it made sense to focus our involvement 

in that area, examining how the tools of synthetic 

biology can address the huge problem of 

plastic waste.

“More broadly, this project represents an 

excellent opportu nity for our own UK-based staff 

to collaborate with a Japanese firm and immerse 

them  selves in Japanese culture and business by 

working along side Hitachi’s team in the new facility”.

One of a kind

The Hitachi scheme is the latest project at the 

Central Research Laboratory, which was estab-

lished in 1942 to research into helping society 

some 10–20 years in the future.

Believed to be the only one of its kind in the world, 

the project is part of an effort to be more efficient and 

make faster progress on this important matter.

Innovation requires strong relation ships between 

“world-class technology partners,” Hitachi said.

“The project was particularly appealing to 

Cambridge Consultants for a number of reasons,” 

said van Bochoven. “First, we share Hitachi’s commit-

ment to collaborative innovation and partnering. 

Second, we were attracted by the opportunity to 

apply our brightest minds to the biggest global 

challenges, such as the pressing problem of plastic 

waste. This was already an area of interest for our 

synthetic biology team, and we’re glad to deepen 

this investigation”.

PARTNERS AGAINST PLASTIC
Cambridge and Tokyo firms team up to save the world 

BY JULIAN RYALL
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Swirling mess

The project is timely given the deepening concern 

about worsening levels of plastic pollution around 

the world. In the Pacific Ocean, the most visible 

demonstration of the problem is what has been 

termed the Great Pacific Garbage Patch, which is 

actually two separate areas of man-made rubbish 

that have been caught up in revolving currents, 

or gyres. One of these patches is off Japan. The 

second rotates in waters between Hawaii and the 

western seaboard of the United States.

Within these debris patches, plastics are of 

particular concern, because the vast majority 

are not biodegradable. Large pieces of plastic 

may break into small pieces until they become 

microplastics so small that they make the water 

look like a cloudy soup.

At Ocean Cleanup, a non-profit organisa tion 

devoted to developing advanced technologies to rid 

the world’s oceans of plastic, researchers estimate 

that the affected waters cover 1.6mn km2, with 

plastic concentration at the centre of the patches of 

up to 100kg per km2. Some 80,000t of plastic swirl 

within the patch, made up of about 1.8tn individual 

pieces. Other estimates suggest that 70% of the 

plastic has actually sunk to lower depths and is 

circulating below the surface.

Just as worrying, about 400mn tons of additional 

plastic is generated around the world each year, said 

van Bochoven. Of this, some 40% has only been 

used once. And 8mn tons eventually finds its way 

into our oceans, with devastating consequences for 

marine life. And that means that the Pacific patch—

along with similar concentrations in the Atlantic and 

Indian Oceans and elsewhere—continues to grow.

The spotlight being shone on the environmental 

damage caused by discarded plastics is driving 

businesses to consider the full life-cycle impact 

of products, processes and packaging.

While it remains uncertain whether develop-

ments in synthetic biology can help solve the 

problem, van Bochoven said, “We are excited to 

begin tackling the complexities alongside Hitachi”.

British brainpower

With a track record of breakthrough innova tions and 

working with client partners to develop products 

and services that make the world a better place, 

Cambridge Consultants is bringing cutting-edge 

expertise in synthetic biology, physical sciences and 

innovation manage ment to this project.

“We are primarily expecting to develop clarity 

on the technical feasibility and commercial viability 

World leaders in disruptive innovation and technology-based consulting

of a synthetic biology solution to the problem of 

plastic waste, providing confidence for further 

exploration,” van Bochoven said.

Cambridge Consultants has a long-established 

research programme that aims to introduce 

sustainable bioplastics into the product design 

toolkit and harness the tools of synthetic biology 

to speed up the decomposition of plastic waste.

Similarly, Hitachi has been investigating the 

appli cation of synthetic biology to tackle the same 

issue, and the partnership programme will enable 

experts from both organisations to study the 

business possibilities as they apply tech no logy 

and approaches from both firms in the initial 

three-month phase.

“In the field of synthetic biology, Cambridge 

Consultants has been working on technologies as 

diverse as DNA data storage and the development 

of commercially viable bioplastics,” van Bochoven 

said. “We are particularly interested in using biology 

to both make plastics from sustainable carbon 

sources and degrade plastics for recycling.

“We are currently working to develop strains 

of micro-organisms that manufacture PHB [poly-

hydroxybutyrate] with a high yield, and are using 

this material to make biodegradable items, such 

as food packaging”.

PHB-derived plastics are proving to be one of the 

most attractive options to researchers seeking a solu-

tion to the problem of plastic waste. This is primarily 

because they are derived from renewable sources 

and are biodegradable. It is difficult, how ever, to put 

a time frame on developing and commercialising 

the solutions that might emerge from this research, 

van Bochoven said. “And it’s too early to predict 

the medium- and longer-term outcomes”. 

technology challenges. Their ability to continu-

ously innovate is what sets them apart, delivering 

break through products and services that are 

highly profitable for clients.

Many high-tech firms within the Cambridge 

cluster can trace their roots back to Cambridge 

Consultants. This includes about 20 successful 

spin-out ventures, including three of Cambridge’s 

15 billion-dollar companies: Cambridge Silicon 

Radio (CSR), Domino and Xaar.

Established in 1960, Cambridge Consultants was 

a principal founder of “the Cambridge pheno-

menon”—Europe’s leading high-tech cluster.

The firm was the brainchild of three Cambridge 

University graduates—Tim Eiloart, Rodney Dale 

and David Southward—who wanted to “put the 

brains of Cambridge University at the disposal of 

the problems of British industry”.

Since then, the firm has evolved into a global 

team engaged in solving the world’s toughest 

then

now
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A MIND FOR THE OTHER
Thoughts on responsible tourism 

BY ADAM FULFORD

A t the end of July, I was the moderator 

for a British Chamber of Commerce in 

Japan event on the theme of responsible 

tourism—an engaging topic for someone who 

has been pondering the theme of responsibility 

from various angles in recent activities in the 

Japanese countryside.

Since 2014, I have been working with repre-

senta tives of Nakatsugawa, a remote mountain 

community of a few hundred people in the town of 

Iide in Yamagata Prefecture. For the first two years, 

I was serving as a government-funded consultant 

whose job was to identify new ways to encourage 

more non-Japanese to visit.

Gaining input

The job involved organising “monitor tours”. 

In a typical monitor tour, visitors from abroad 

experience what a location has to offer and 

complete a questionnaire. The responses help 

local stake holders work out how to improve 

products and services.

For my tours, I generally contacted people 

I knew in Tokyo and asked if they would like to 

spend a weekend in the countryside. During my 

two years as a paid consultant, I must have visited 

Nakatsugawa with several dozen foreign friends 

and acquaintances.

We would typically arrive on a Friday evening, 

trundle around the area in a bus on Saturday, stay 

TOURISM

(or at least eat) at a farmhouse bed and breakfast, 

and, on Sunday, do things such as try our hand at 

pottery, attempt basic straw craft, plant or harvest 

rice and so on.

If the plan was to bring 

more inbound tourists to 

Nakatsugawa, something 

would need to be done 

about communication.

Cultural bridge

I soon learned that Nakatsugawa was a great 

place to find out more about my friends—and 

nearly all of it was good! But what I noticed 

about plonking down foreign first-timers in a 

village in the mountains was how quickly and 

positively they reacted to everything and every-

one they encountered.

The only thing hindering an even more active 

engagement was language. If a visitor didn’t speak 

Japanese, then I would often be the one who 

interpreted. But while professional interpreters 

seem to glide effortlessly between languages, 

I experience that switch more like a manual gear 

change with the clutch engaged. At the very least, 

it’s demanding.

If the plan was to bring more inbound tourists 

to Nakatsugawa, something would need to be 

done about communication. Who would be a good 

candidate to speak in English and in Japanese? 

It occurred to me that a Japanese person whose 

job involved getting things done in English might 

fit the bill.

So, I started approaching Japanese firms about 

providing English-language training in the country-

side, and one signed up for a sample weekend.

Mountain fish and chips brought a British flavour.
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Over my nearly 40 years in Japan, I have often 

encountered circumspect behaviour among 

Japanese people who find them selves in unfamiliar 

social circumstances. But in Nakatsugawa, the 

corporate participants seemed to relax and engage 

very quickly. Even people who had told me in 

advance that they didn’t speak English would 

display a perhaps surprising alacrity to get a 

message across in English any way they could.

I can hazard a guess at a few reasons for this, 

including a social context in which linguistic errors 

seem pretty unimportant, or maybe the positive 

catalytic effect of foreigners like me blurting out 

what ever’s on our mind.

But, for at least some of the Japanese parti ci -

pants, I believe that the importance of communi-

cating on behalf of—and in the interests of—the 

host community is another key factor in over coming 

qualms about speaking English.

At any rate, the net result is smooth access to 

multiple perspectives, harnessing diverse realms of 

experience and expertise. Then, we are optimally 

primed to learn about the village, each other and 

ourselves. It just takes a willingness to be receptive 

to new inputs at each step as we explore new 

surroundings with new friends.

Goals and chances

I regard this type of opportunity as a starting point 

for responsible tourism. For just a few days, village 

outsiders and insiders alike are nudged out of their 

as volunteers who would offer an injection of fresh 

energy. Before the festival itself, the students also 

cleared snow from around an elderly person’s 

house. For doing this, the prefecture paid their 

travel expenses.

Student initiative

But what would happen if the prefecture was 

unable to pay those travel expenses? The students 

and I started coming up with ideas for making 

that money.

At their own university festival, the students 

decided to sell coffee and potatoes that had been 

matured in the Nakatsugawa snow storehouse. 

For my part, I started selling ceramic souvenirs 

of Nakatsugawa that were inspired by an item a 

German visitor had first made a couple of years 

earlier at a pottery session. It’s a Somokuto, the 

name given to various monuments scattered 

Village outsiders and insiders are nudged out of 
their routine comfort zones and exposed to different 

ways of thinking, acting and being.

routine comfort zones and exposed to different 

ways of thinking, acting and being.

What do we do with that opportunity? Well, 

let’s consider why anyone would want to increase 

the number of inbound tourists to a remote 

community in the first place. Is it because local 

residents dream of welcoming strangers from other 

countries? Probably not. More likely, the goals 

include a healthier flow of money through the 

local economy and a renewed sense of community 

vitality. Community leaders would probably 

be happiest with a gradual influx of people 

(Japanese and others) who feel they belong in the 

community, and who want to live, work and raise 

children there.

Thinking about this, I turned my attention to 

Nakatsugawa’s annual snow festival. Every year, 

each district in Nakatsugawa makes and displays a 

snow sculpture, children enjoy a giant snow slide, 

people sing and dance, we launch sky lanterns and 

there’s even a short fireworks display.

It’s quite a challenge to set everything up and 

then put it away again in a community where 

most people are getting on in years. So, in 2017, 

I started taking university students to the festival 

Helping the community brings UK and Japanese cultures together.

The somukoto kanji represents appreciation for nature.
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around Nakatsugawa that offer an opportunity 

to say please and thank you to the spirits of the 

pastures and mountains when entering and 

leaving their realm.

Through these micro social business initiatives, 

we confirmed that we could generate a certain 

amount of financial support for students visiting 

Nakatsugawa in the winter. The importance of 

sustaining that activity was driven home to me in 

2018, when I led another corporate training week-

end in Nakatsugawa at the time of the community’s 

summer snow festival.

There, at the summer festival site, were some 

of my students! They had decided to pay their 

own travel expenses and support that festival, 

too. This year, once again, they were present at 

both winter and summer festivals. A bond has 

been formed.

Preserve the past

I’m not going to pretend that the challenges facing 

Nakatsugawa have been resolved. But, with a great 

deal of help from my friends, we have taken one or 

two steps in a positive direction.

What drives me on in the Japanese countryside 

is an awareness that knowledge is being lost there 

that may be of great value to us all—knowledge 

from the old days about how to keep going when 

the going gets tough.

Rural Japan is home to tens of thousands of 

people who can tell us about life before conven-

ience. They grew up in the days before paved 

roads, snow ploughs, a stable food supply, modern 

agri  culture and medicine, educa tion, and electri-

city for all. They remember how they survived in the 

face of adver sity: by harnessing each person’s full 

potential for the sake of the community.

By the time you read this, I will have led a new 

type of monitor tour to Fukushima Prefecture for 

the first time. Once again, we will be exploring ways 

to engage responsibly as visitors, and, thanks to 

my experiences in Nakatsugawa, I now know the 

essence of that responsibility. It is to uphold a value, 

forged in hardship, that can guide us all on the path 

to a brighter future. I call this Japanese national 

value “a mind for the other”. 

The goals include a 

healthier flow of money 

through the local economy 

and a renewed sense  

of community vitality.

Visitors helped locals clean up after the festival.

Students and others helped clear snow for local residents.
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BEHIND THE MIC

W hen I met Bruce Foxton, original 

bass player from legendary British 

punk/mod revival band The Jam, 

a couple of hours before one of his Tokyo shows 

in September, he was in good humour. But, he 

was not shy of admitting the challenges of getting 

older in the business of rock ’n’ roll, and he was 

not enjoying the jet lag. “Horrible feeling, we just 

gotta try and ride it really”.

But he added how grateful he was for a 

long career and the fact that he continues to 

tour the world performing live, and that he was 

back in Japan.

“Yeah, it’s amazing. Forty years plus down 

the line and we’ve still got a great audience. And, 

actually, the numbers are getting more and more 

with each tour we do—and younger and younger. 

Well, that’s probably because I’m getting older 

and older!” he said with a laugh. “It’s a real cross 

section of [people] our age and teenagers who 

are into it”.

Jam 2.0

It was in 1982 that The Jam broke up—a split 

that was solely the decision of lead vocalist 

Paul Weller. Today, Foxton tours with his band 

From The Jam, who, together with two other 

non-original members, perform all The Jam hits 

perfected to the original sound of the recordings. 

What does he think might have happened had 

the original band stayed together?

“Who knows?” he said, laughing again. 

“I mean, it was difficult, because we just lived for 

the moment. I’d like to think that we would have 

still had a lot to offer. I felt we had. I think Paul 

possibly pulled the plug a wee bit too soon on 

it, but, you know, we always said from day one 

if any one of us—Rick [Buckler, the drummer], 

myself or Paul decided that that was enough of 

what we were doing, then that would be the end 

of the band. There’s no point in carrying on, really. 

Having said that, here we are as From The Jam, 

and we are carrying on!”

The Jam’s music … has had 

an incredible influence on 

the sound—and look—of 

contemporary British music.

STILL  
JAMMING

Bruce Foxton of The Jam 

BY GUY PERRYMAN MBE
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Music needed a good kick up the arse at that stage— 

and it got it—and there hasn’t really been anything since.

Lasting effect

The Jam’s music does, indeed, carry on and has 

had an incredible influence on the sound—and 

look—of contemporary British music as a whole.

Foxton agrees.

“Yeah, like you say, it’s testament to those 

great songs, great melodies, great lyrics and, dare 

I say, great playing from all three of us. And they 

have stood the test of time. I occasionally hear a 

Jam song on the radio, and it still sounds up-to-

date and contemporary. They don’t sound like 

when they were recorded”.

I mentioned how The Jam’s songs and lyrics 

are just a ripping good three minutes of power.

“It was something we always strived for,” Foxton 

said. “Three minutes of power, three minutes of, like 

you said, good lyrics and great songs—a great tune”.

Looking back

I wondered if, at the time, the three members 

knew how special what they were doing was?

“I guess we kind of felt that we had something 

good going. We didn’t realise how successful it 

would be, but each track we recorded, each album, 

we felt was something special—particularly like, 

say, All Mod Cons. I mean, In The City was a great 

album—it was a live album of stuff we’d been 

playing for a while. And This Is the Modern World 

is one that some people who reviewed it were a bit 

critical of. I think they wanted In The City Two, and 

we were bringing in acoustic guitars. How dare us. 

But, we always tried to push ourselves, basically. 

All Mod Cons was a big turning point for the band. 

It was kind of make or break, in terms of the record 

label sticking with us or not, and our direction was 

to keep it good quality”.

These albums were released in the late 1970s— 

a very exciting moment for British music—so I 

asked Foxton how he felt at the time.

“It was very exciting. When we went to see 

the Sex Pistols at the 100 Club, that turned all our 

heads—particularly Paul’s, in terms of we weren’t 

sure of our direction. That was kind of the way we 

wanted to go. You know, music needed a good kick 

up the arse at that stage—and it got it—and there 

hasn’t really been anything since”.

Now, as From The Jam are about to set forth on 

a UK tour to celebrate the 40th anniversary of the 

album Setting Sons, Foxton is determined to keep 

the legacy of the songs alive on stage.

“We give it 100%. We’re gonna treat those 

songs with kid gloves, because they’re really felt in 

people’s hearts, and we wouldn’t have embarked 

on From The Jam if we thought we were going to 

do them an injustice”.

Downtime

Foxton still loves performing live, but I asked what 

he enjoys doing when he’s not on the road. It seems 

life is a bit different from the riotous early Jam years.

“Going out to dinner with my lovely missus and 

playing golf badly—cos I don’t do enough of that, 

you know. There’s not even enough time to hit a golf 

ball!” he said.

“Just normal things, because you get in a kind 

of ridiculous bubble on the road, you become very 

juvenile, basically. But, as I say, it’s nice to get home 

and do family things—see my dog, Freddie, and my 

cat, Frankie, and do a lot of walking.

“Freddie, our golden retriever, wakes me up 

every morning, probably without fail, around 5:30. 

I can fend him off for about half an hour, but then 

the barking gets too much, so either my wife or 

myself—or both of us—will take him out for his 

morning walk. And, once I’m out and about, it’s 

great. You can get a lot more done earlyish, anyway. 

I mean, long gone are the days of lying in until 1:00 

in the afternoon”. 
Bruce Foxton, Rick Buckler and Paul Weller of The Jam
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ARTS UK CULTURE IN JAPAN
COMPILED BY:

AARON BAGGETT 
aaron@custom-media.com

MISA YASHIRO
coordinator@custom-media.com

1

21 SEPTEMBER–10 NOVEMBER 
Sky Mirror 

As part of the British Council’s UK in JAPAN 2019–20, London-

based Anish Kapoor, one of Britain’s leading contemporary artists, 

will be exhibiting his Sky Mirror sculpture at the In Beppu event in 

Oita Prefecture. Sky Mirror is a wide concave dish made of polished 

stainless steel and angled upwards. The art piece is what Kapoor 

describes as a “non-object,” in that— although it is a sculpture—it 

is meant to blend with the environment.

SKY MIRROR, 2018 ©ANISH KAPOOR

PHOTO: NOBUTADA OMOTE | COURTESY OF MIXED BATHING WORLD EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Beppu Park  

3018-1 Noguchibaru, Beppu, Oita 874-0903

Price: Free

0977-22-3560  |  www.beppuproject.com

2

22 OCTOBER–1 DECEMBER
Welcome Back “Beautiful Meiji”

During the Meiji Period, British artists such as Alfred Parsons visited 

Japan and were moved to depict the country through watercolours. 

This, in turn, inspired Japanese artists. In celebration of this shared 

history, 350 pieces from the time are being displayed at the Fuchu 

Art Museum. The exhibit promises to give viewers a window into 

what the Meiji Period looked like.

ARTWORK: MORTIMER MENPES, LITTLE MOTHER, FUCHU ART MUSEUM

Fuchu Art Museum 

1-3 Sengencho, Fuchu, Tokyo 183-000

Price: ¥150–700

03-5777-8600  |  www.city.fuchu.tokyo.jp/art

◉ FREE TICKETS: We have five pairs of tickets for this event.

3

30 OCTOBER–4 NOVEMBER 
Daiwa Securities Group presents BBC Proms JAPAN 2019 

BBC Proms has delighted classical music lovers in London for 

years. And now, thanks to the UK in JAPAN 2019–20 campaign, 

the festival will spend one week at venues in Tokyo and Osaka. 

Renowned musicians from around the world will perform a variety 

of music—not only classical, but also jazz and folk, such as Russian 

and Nordic breeze.

Bunkamura Orchard Hall 

2-24-1 Dogenzaka

Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-8507

Price: ¥5,000–27,000 

0120-970-248  |  www.bbcproms.jp

2

3

1

The Symphony Hall 

2-3-3 Oyodominami

Kita-ku, Osaka 531-850

Price: ¥9,000–27,000
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◉
To apply for giveaways, please send an email with your 

name, address and telephone number by 31 October to: 

coordinator@custom-media.com

Winners will be picked at random.

4

FROM 8 NOVEMBER 
The Trip to Spain 

Steve Coogan and Rob Brydon star as fictionalised versions of 

themselves as they journey on a road trip through Spain in this 

British comedy by Michael Winterbottom. This is the third instal-

ment featuring the duo, following The Trip and The Trip to Italy.

Bunkamura, Le Cinema  

2-24-1 Dogenzaka, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-8507

Price: ¥1,000–1,800

03-3477-9111  |  www.bunkamura.co.jp/english/cinema

◉ FREE TICKETS: We have one pair of tickets for this event.

5

12 AND 13 NOVEMBER 
Mumford & Sons Japan Tour 2019 

Known for their mix of folk, country and rock, the Brit Award-

winning band will make stops in Osaka and Tokyo. Their latest 

album, Delta, reached the top of the UK’s Official Albums Chart 

in 2018. With the group playing just two mid-sized shows in 

Japan, tickets are expected to sell out.

Namba Hatch (12 November)

1-3-1 Minatomachi, Naniwa-ku, Osaka 556-0017

Price: ¥6,800

06-4397-0572  |  www.namba-hatch.com

Toyosu PIT (13 November)

6-1-23 Toyosu, Koto-ku, Tokyo 135-006

Price: ¥6,800

03-3531-7888  |  https://toyosu-pit.team-smile.org

◉ FREE TICKETS: We have one pair of tickets for this event.

6

19 AND 20 NOVEMBER 
Lightning Seeds 

Fronted by Ian Broudie (formerly of Big in Japan), the Liverpool-

based Lightning Seeds have a musical style influenced by a range 

of genres, from psychedelic rock to Britpop. In recent years, the 

band’s singles have re-entered the UK charts after resonating 

with fans of England’s national football team. The Lightning 

Seeds will be striking Tokyo for two nights at Billboard Live in 

Tokyo Midtown.

Billboard Live Tokyo 

9-7-4 Akasaka, Minato-ku, Tokyo 107-005

Price: ¥7,400–8,400

03-3405-1133  |  www.billboard-live.com

◉ FREE TICKETS:  

We have one pair of tickets for the 19 November event.6

5

4
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4

British Ambassador Paul Madden CMG (third 

left) and BCCJ Executive Committee member 

Richard Thornley CBE (fifth left) joined other 

England rugby fans on the coach after the Tonga 

match at the Sapporo Dome on 22 September.

2

UK Secretary of State for International Trade  

Liz Truss (right) spoke at the event.

3

England national rugby union team coach 

Eddie Jones (centre) with BCCJ President 

David Bickle (left) and Executive Director 

Lori Henderson MBE.

1

Members and guests of the British Chamber of 

Commerce in Japan (BCCJ) and the UK business 

community in Japan gathered at the Ambassador’s 

Residence in the British Embassy Tokyo to watch 

the opening ceremony and Japan beat Russia in 

the Rugby World Cup 2019 on 20 September.

UK–JAPAN EVENTS 

2

4

1 3
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BCCJ ACUMEN readers are welcome to 

email recent UK–Japan event photos 

with captions and credits for the editor to 

consider: publisher@custom-media.com

5–7

The British Embassy Tokyo launched the 

UK in JAPAN 2019–20 campaign with a grand 

celebration that included British food and drink 

on 17 September.

PHOTOS: UK IN JAPAN—FCO

8

BCCJ President David Bickle (second right) took 

part in the traditional kagami biraki sake barrel 

opening at the start of the Kobe Biomedical 

Innovation Cluster International Business Seminar 

on 1 October.

5

7

6

8
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W ith all the recent Rugby World Cup 

excitement, you could forgive fans who 

missed the clash between England 

and Japan on 14 October at Kumagaya Stadium in 

Saitama Prefecture, as the visually impaired (VI) 

version of the sport kicked off in Japan. 

Although England narrowly won all three 
matches, the lead fluctuated between the two 
rivals. Japan’s VI team then played the Wasps 
Legends who fielded Simon Shaw (71 England 
caps) and Serge Betson (63 France caps). The 
Wasps Legends team went 20-0 behind and fought 
back to win 20-29.

SPORT

England Captain Jack Pearce said: “It’s been an 
amazing experience. I never thought I would be 
playing rugby with other visually impaired people, 
let alone playing in Japan during a Rugby World 
Cup. This is great for visually impaired sport and I 
can’t wait to see where the game goes from here”.

People often ask, so how does VI rugby work then?
UK-based The Change Foundation (TCF) is 

an award-winning charity that has used sport and 
dance for 30 years in 30 countries to transform the 
lives of young people. It trains and employs visually 
impaired coaches and players and has developed VI 
rugby as a seven-a-side touch version, played with 
an adapted ball that makes a noise to help players 
locate it when it’s moving.

In partnership with the Wasps Legends Charitable 
Foundation, TCF established the first VI rugby 
teams in England and launched the game with a 
series between the “Blind Lions” and the “Blind 

SAITAMA HOSTS  
“BLIND RUGBY”

England and Japan match helps raise global profile 

BY SIMON FARRELL

TCF will work with the 

Six Nations teams in 

2020 to develop the 

sport in their countries.
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Blacks” in New Zealand during the 2017 British 
& Irish Lions tour.

TCF Chief Executive 
Andy Sellins (right) told 
ACUMEN what teams 
playing VI rugby face. 
“Close your eyes and picture 
this: the smell of freshly cut grass; the roar of the 
crowd; running full pelt down the field; the touch 
line almost in reach; your winger just to your 
right; the heavy footsteps of the opposing defender 
bearing down on you. Now, open just one eye 
slightly, squint tightly and try your best to catch that 
ball hurtling towards you while avoiding that other 
defender coming at you headlong even faster!”

Ryan Jones, an England VI star, said: “Without 
The Change Foundation, none of this would have 
been possible. They have created a game that’s 
safe and feels exactly like rugby. I’ve made some 
great new friends on the Japanese team and we’ve 
promised to stay in touch until we meet again on 
the rugby field”.

Sellins said: “Everyone present knew by the 
end that this was the start of something big in 
Japan, and it was fitting that, after an emotional 
weekend for the country, the rugby family opened 
its arms to welcome in a new group of players 
who had never had the chance to play before”.

So, what’s next? TCF will work with the Six 
Nations teams in 2020 to develop the sport in 

TCF established the first VI rugby teams in England  

and launched the game with a series between the  

“Blind Lions” and the “Blind Blacks” in New Zealand.

their countries. In England, Ireland, Scotland and 
Wales, TCF will help the rugby union federations 
to select a “Blind Lions” team to travel to South 
Africa and the “Blind Boks” during the 2021 
British & Irish Lions tour. 
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RUGBY WORLD CUP 2019
Matches played 22 Sept–13 Oct 

PHOTOS BY DAVID RAMOS, CLIVE ROSE, FRANCOIS NEL AND WARREN LITTLE—WORLD RUGBY VIA GETTY IMAGES

England 39 Argentina 10

Wales 43 Georgia 14

Wales 29 Fiji 17

Wales 29 Australia 25

Wales 35 Uruguay 13

England 45 USA 7

England 35 Tonga 3
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Ireland 27 Scotland 3 Ireland 35 Russia 0

Ireland 47 Samoa 5

Ireland 12 Japan 19

Scotland 61 Russia 0

Scotland 34 Samoa 0

Scotland 21 Japan 28
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The Rugby World Cup (RWC) 2019 has 

brought the perfect opportunity to share 

the contemporary flavours of food and 

drink of Britain with Japan and fans from around 

the world.

From stadiums to restaurants to the UK in 

JAPAN 2019–20 campaign, the quadrennial faceoff 

among the world’s rugby powers has combined 

sport, culture, interaction and food into a grand 

marketing opportunity.

Trade scrum

Well before the kick-off, industry leaders in the 

UK gathered to push forward the chance to boost 

culinary trade with Japan. In June, a delegation 

from the Welsh Government visited Tokyo on a 

five-day trip that was part of the Food and Drink 

Wales trade development scheme.

Represented among the delegates were firms 

such as Aber Falls Distillery, Gower Brewery 

Company, Hybu Cig Cymru (Meat Promotion 

Wales), Purple Moose Brewery and Welsh 

Lady Preserves.

F&B

Welsh Government repre senta tive to Japan 

Robin Walker said, “This year, Japanese people 

will discover Wales through rugby, but the journey 

doesn’t end there”. The hope is that the matches 

running from 20 September to 2 November will 

spark interest in Welsh food and drink and kindle 

a flame of success that will grow for years to come.

Prime service

Looking the other direction, STH Japan, the 

official hospitality provider for the RWC 2019, 

arranged premium experiences for UK fans 

travelling to Japan for the tournament. The 

British Chamber of Commerce in Japan (BCCJ) 

member firm, who is also the top sponsor of 

this year’s British Business Awards, offered six 

hospitality packages that included the best seats 

and sophisticated dining experiences across the 

12 stadiums hosting matches.

Starting at ¥150,000 for the Sport C package, 

which included Category C seats at Yokohama 

Stadium and a support experience at nearby 

Yokohama Arena, the packages extended up 

to ¥455,000 for the 1823 Lounge, an exclusive 

in-venue hospitality offering, also in Yokohama. 

In between were Sport A, Gold, Diamond Dinner, 

and Platinum packages at stadiums across the 

country that offered various culinary experiences, 

speaker events, live entertainment and more.

Rugby inspired

When it comes to the food itself, establishments 

are taking their cues from the game.

BCCJ member firm Grand Hyatt Tokyo is well 

known for its flavourful and artistic creations, 

The White Dog pays homage to the England team— 

pickled red cabbage on top contrasting with the white bun.

TRY OUR FOOD!
UK cuisine draws hungry and thirsty rugby fans from afar 

BY C BRYAN JONES

UK food and drink was showcased  
at the Food is GREAT Gallery in  

three Rugby World Cup host cities.

PHOTO: GRAND HYATT TOKYO
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and the RWC stirred the creative mind of Patrick 

Shimada, chef de cuisine at The Oak Door steak-

house. Drawing on colours seen on the pitch, the 

fourth-generation Japanese-American crafted a 

line-up of three hot dogs and one burger with a 

rugby theme.

The Brown Dog, which Shimada dubbed Rugby, 

is a pork hot dog covered in house-made chili 

con carne, diced red onions and melted cheddar 

cheese. The White Dog pays homage to the England 

team—pickled red cabbage on top contrasting with 

the white bun—and the host country is represented 

by the Red Dog, which incorporates wagyu steak, 

daikon and yuzu. Viewed as a whole, the Red Dog 

is layered in stripes reminiscent of the Brave 

Blossoms’ jerseys. The shape of all three conjure 

up the image of a rugby ball.

In another nod to one of the RWC’s strongest 

participants, Shimada’s Black Burger is dedicated 

to the New Zealand All Blacks and is served on a 

bun made with bamboo charcoal dough.

Hotel Continental in Fuchu added an eye-

catching version of Omurice—the Japanese main-

stay that combines fried rice and omelette—to the 

menu of its Cafe & Bar Colt. The dish, shaped like 

a rugby ball and served on a bed of greens that 

repre sent the field, can be paired with a cherry 

blossom liqueur cocktail in honour of Japan’s 

Brave Blossoms national team.

Shinagawa Prince Hotel set up the Ichozaka 

Beer Garden Outdoor Terrace in the lead-up to the 

RWC and sold two special items—the Red Spicy 

Chicken Burger, inspired by Japan, and the Black & 

Black Burger, inspired by New Zealand. Oddly, the 

theme only ran through 14 September—a week 

before the kick-off—but it was an example of how 

excitement for the RWC has been building in the 

country all year.

More than food

While food is great, food plus action and camara-

derie is better, and the Hilton Tokyo teamed up 

with Heineken—worldwide partner of the RWC 

2019—to set up a rooftop oasis where rugby fans 

can gather to watch matches on multiple big 

screens. Hilton Tokyo is also home to St. George’s 

Bar, a classic English bar with a wide selection of 

whiskey, beer and wine.

ANA InterContinental Tokyo is using the 

RWC as a chance to offer perks to its IHG Rewards 

Club Members as well as Mastercard holders. 

Passionate fans from Japan and abroad who fall 

into these two categories get free entry into the 

Mastercard Hero Bar, alongside the fourth-floor 

Garden Pool, to enjoy locally inspired Japanese 

street food, watch matches and take part in rugby-

inspired activities.

Official Rugby World Cup 2019 Fanzones 

in each of the 12 host cities have also provided 

exciting gathering spots and flavours from the UK 

as well as other competing nations. BCCJ member 

firm and RWC worldwide partner Jaguar Land 

Rover Limited has a presence at the Yurakucho 

Fanzone, where fans can enjoy fish and chips, 

lamb chops and more.

And UK food and drink was showcased at the 

Food is GREAT Gallery in three Rugby World Cup 

host cities: Sapporo (21–23 September, England 

vs Tonga); Kobe (28–30 September, Scotland vs 

Samoa); and Tokyo (13 and 14 October, although 

the England vs France match was cancelled 

due to Typhoon Hagibis). These galleries gave 

Japanese consumers a taste of Britain, with 

particular focus on craft gin, English sparkling 

wine, and British beef and lamb. 

Rugby ball-shaped Omurice

Hilton Tokyo’s rooftop rugby oasis
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OPINION

Winston Churchill said, “There is no 

such thing as a good tax”. So why 

do people pay taxes? I am trying 

to write a book on this subject. The book was 

supposed to go out before Japan’s consumption tax 

increase kicked in this month—rising from eight 

to 10% on 1 October—but is yet to be completed. 

And my editor has gone strangely silent, which 

speaks volumes in tones more oppressive than 

his reminders.

I must say, I am learning a lot about what people 

think of taxes as I chase after my long-past deadline. 

Churchill also said, “We contend that for a nation to 

try to tax itself into prosperity is like a man standing 

in a bucket and trying to lift himself up by the 

handle”. But one of my foremost favourite quotes on 

the subject comes from science fiction grand master 

Robert A. Heinlein: “Be wary of strong drink. It can 

make you shoot at tax collectors … and miss”.

Heinlein’s resentment of taxes is very eloquent-

ly displayed. Yet, it is not quite clear what his 

thoughts are on the issue of why people pay taxes 

at all. He needs alcoholic support to stir up the 

courage to shoot at tax collectors. This seems to 

indicate that the moral obligation to pay taxes lurks 

somewhere in the author’s consciousness and 

conscience. But why?

What are taxes?

Two prominent celebrities have given us very 

precise views on the subject. Former US President 

Franklin D. Roosevelt said, “Taxes are the dues 

that we pay for the privi leges of membership in an 

organised society”. And Snoopy said: “Dear IRS, 

I am writing to you to cancel my subscription. 

Please remove my name from your mailing list”.

They both regard taxes as a membership fee. 

You have to make regular payments if you want to 

stay in the club. Your subscriptions entitle you to 

enjoy the services on offer to members. You can 

always opt out if you feel those services do not 

give you satisfaction.

It takes courage to speak out against two such 

august figures. Yet, I have to say, they are both 

wrong. Taxes are not payments you make to earn 

a place in the nation state club. They do not entitle 

you to enjoy special treatment. You do not pay 

taxes for personal gain—at least not your own 

personal gain. In fact, you do not pay taxes in the 

interest of yourself at all. You pay taxes for other 

people. You pay taxes so that those who cannot 

pay them can avail of public services just as much 

as taxpayers are able to.

Why pay?

If taxes are membership fees, people who cannot 

pay up are automatically excluded from the club. 

That is barbaric. People are people, and they 

deserve humane treatment regardless of whether 

they have the wherewithal to contribute to the 

nation’s coffers. If anything, it is the people who 

cannot pay taxes that need all the more to depend 

on public services.

We pay taxes so that people who cannot aren’t 

shut off from those privileges of an organised society 

to which Roosevelt refers. We cannot ask the IRS 

to take us off their mailing list just because we feel 

the subscription is not worth it. Our sub scriptions 

exist for the benefit of other people, not ourselves. It 

could be that, by taking ourselves off the mailing list, 

we deprive people of the benefits they sorely need to 

live decent lives. That cannot be allowed to happen.

Paying taxes ought, in essence, to be an act of 

unrequited love. We pay taxes in the hope that 

people who cannot do so can enjoy the benefits 

of social welfare.

Hometown tax

To pay taxes is not to go shopping. Yet a remar-

kably misconceived form of taxation has been in 

existence in Japan for some time, and it makes 

people think precisely that. It is called furusato-

nozei (hometown tax system). It is a system 

through which people can choose which local 

community they designate as their “hometown”. 

It can be your actual birthplace. It can be some-

where you have never been and know nothing 

about. If you donate a given amount to that self-

declared hometown, the amount is deductible 

from your national and local tax liabilities.

Crucial to this whole setup is the idea of the 

henrei-hin (thank you gift). Local communities try 

to get people to appoint them as their hometowns 

by offering luscious presents. Local foods, elec-

trical appliances, wines, invitations to local events, 

what have you. Competition is intense. Local 

governments post thank-you gift catalogues on 

their websites from which people can choose 

which goodies they want to be thanked with. So 

much money is being spent on procuring the gift 

material that one wonders what point there is 

in inviting people to make donations in the first 

place. This is patently ridiculous. Al Capone is 

on record as saying: “They can’t collect legal 

taxes from illegal money”. One wonders what 

a local community would do if a yakuza don 

appoints it his adopted hometown. 

Winston Churchill: “We contend that for a nation to try to 
tax itself into prosperity is like a man standing in a bucket 

and trying to lift himself up by the handle”.

THE TAXING ART OF 
UNREQUITED LOVE  

BY NORIKO HAMA
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